Abstract. We present a generic framework for specifying and implementing o ine partial evaluators. The framework provides the infrastructure for specializing higher-order programs with computational effects speci ed through a monad. It performs sound specialization for all monadic instances and is evaluation-order independent. It subsumes most previously published partial evaluators for higher-order functional programming languages in the sense that they are instances of the generic framework with respect to a particular monad.
Introduction
A partial evaluator 10, 23] specializes a program with respect to a known part of its input. The resulting specialized program takes the rest of the input and delivers the same result as the original program applied to the whole input. The specialized program usually runs faster than the original one.
One particular avor of partial evaluation is o ine partial evaluation. In its rst stage, a binding-time analysis annotates all phrases of a program that only depend on the known input as executable at specialization time. The execution of the remaining phrases is deferred to the run time of the specialized program. In the second stage, a static reducer interprets the annotated program. It evaluates all phrases annotated as executable and generates code for the remaining phrases.
The goal of this work is to present a generic framework to specify and implement the static reducer. The framework uni es the existing speci cations of static reducers and it provides a sound basis to implement reducers that execute and generate code with computational e ects. It goes beyond existing specializers in that it allows for experimentation with various e ects in a modular way.
To achieve this modularity, the framework is parameterized over a monad. The choice of a monad xes a particular computational e ect. Monads have been used in the context of programming languages to structure denotational semantics 30], to structure functional programs 39, 40] , and to equip pure functional languages with side-e ecting operations like I/O and mutable state 24, 32] . Closely related to structuring denotational semantics is the construction of modular interpreters 18, 28] . There are also recent theoretical approaches to formalize partial evaluation using monads 21,26].
Four Ways to Static Reduction
In the past, four di erent approaches have been used to implement static reducers dealing with a particular computational e ect. All of them rest on denotational speci cations of specialization, or|from a programmer's point of view| on viewing the static reducer as an interpreter for an annotated language. The implementation languages of these interpreters (the metalanguages of the speci cations) range from applied lambda calculus to ML with control operators. By factoring these speci cations over an annotated variant of Moggi's computational metalanguage 21, 30] , we demonstrate that all of them are composed from the same set of building blocks, the sole di erence being the staging of computation at specialization time. Here is the set of building blocks:
eval v an evaluation function for a pure call-by-value lambda calculus; B a binding-time analysis that maps terms to annotated terms; S v a specializer for applied lambda calculus written in lambda calculus (e.g., Lambdamix 19] );
M a monadic expansion translation that maps the computational metalanguage to applied lambda calculus by expanding the monadic operators to lambda terms according to the de nition of the monad;
E v a call-by-value explication that translates from the (annotated) source language to the (annotated) metalanguage, encoding a callby-value evaluation strategy. As an example for the di erent approaches consider a call-by-value language ! with some computational e ect and specialize a program p to r with respect to known data s. We assume access to the program text of all functions mentioned above: dS v e is the lambda term denoting the function S v = eval v dS v e, dp se is the textual application of p to s, and so on.
Transform Source Program to Expanded Monadic Style Applying M E v to dp se yields an e ect-free lambda term. This term can now be analyzed and statically reduced with a specializer for the lambda calculus 8, 19] .
This approach is viable 9,31,37], but it su ers from a number of drawbacks.
{ Monadic expansion typically introduces many new abstractions. This increase in program size slows down the analysis B and the static reduction.
{ The expanded term can be hard to read for the user of the partial evaluator.
It provides no useful feedback from the annotated term on how to change the source program to achieve better specialization. Specializer in Direct Style with Monadic Operators Here we depart from writing the specializer in a pure language and use a meta-interpreter eval ! = (eval v M E v ) for ! with the monad in question built in. On top of that we write a direct style specializer S ! in ! using the built-in monadic operations. For example, if S ! was written in ML it could make use of exceptions, state, and control operations.
This approach has the same advantages as the previous approach. Additionally, it is usually more e cient since eval ! can employ machine-level implementations of the monadic operations. Now we can reason as follows: dre = eval ! dS ! e (B ! dp se) = (eval v M E v ) dS ! e (B ! dp se) = eval v (M(E v dS ! e)) (B ! dp se) Lawall S ML (B ML JE v (dp se)
The specialized program is also written in the metalanguage and may have to be translated back into ! . Figure 1 shows the design space of specialization for languages with computational e ects. Again, ! is an impure lambda calculus with some \built-in" e ects, ML is an enrichment of Moggi's computational metalanguage, and is a pure (but applied) lambda calculus. The underlined variants are the respective annotated versions of the calculi. The diagram suggests that a specializer has to map the annotated version of a calculus to its standard version. As a counterexample, consider the specializer M ?1 S ! that maps ! to ML .
The Design Space

Our Approach
We distinguish three languages, the annotated source language ! , the annotated computational metalanguage ML , and an implementation language impl, which is a functional programming language equipped with a particular monad T . All of them are de ned in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we de ne a monadic semantics for the annotated source language in terms of an explication translation from ! to ML . The actual specializer maps ML programs to ! programs. This has two advantages: the binding-time analysis and the explication of the evaluation order are left to the frontend and an inverse of the explication translation is not required.
The rst stage of specialization, G, maps ML programs to impl programs. G is generalized from a continuation interpretation for ML in Sec. 4. Evaluation of the impl program yields the specialized program in ! . Subsequently, we instantiate T with various monads and discuss the outcome: the continuation monad yields continuation-based partial evaluation (Sec. 5), the identity monad yields Gomard and Jones's specializer for the lambda calculus (Sec. 6), a combination of the continuation monad and the store monad yields a specializer for core ML with references (Sec. 7), a combination of the continuation monad and the exception monad yields a specializer that can process exceptions at specialization time (Sec. 8). For each choice of monad T we give a speci cation G T of the monadic operators in terms of . The composition G T G plays the role of M in the diagram. As outlined in 1.1 above, any implementation of the operators will do, as long as it obeys the speci cation.
Notation 2.1 Annotated Lambda Calculus
The source language is a simply typed annotated lambda calculus . It will be extended later to ! to demonstrate the treatment of monadic e ects like state and exceptions. It is straightforward to extend both with the usual programming constructs. The typing rules are standard.
terms E ::= x j x:E j E@E j x:E j E@E types ::= j ! j j ! The type is the type of integers, and ! 0 is the type of functions that map to 0 . In the implementation, the underlined (dynamic) types are subsumed in the type Code. Beta reduction of static terms is the only rule of computation.
We use standard notational conventions: application associates to the left, the scope of a goes as far to the right as possible, and we can merge lambda abstractions as in xy:E. As usual, ) is single step reduction, ) ) is the re exive transitive closure of ), and = is the re exive, transitive, and symmetric closure of ). 
Annotated Computational Metalanguage
Implementation Language
The implementation language impl is a lambda-calculus extended with the monadic constructs and some special operators. The special operators include the binary syntax constructors^ (; ) and@(; ). Furthermore, there are operators speci c to the currently used monad (see below for examples). The implementation language is no longer a true annotated language, since^ (; ) and@(; ) are merely constructors for the datatype Code. The implementation language is purposefully close to existing functional programming languages so that its programs are easily transcribed.
Explication
The explication translation performs the rst part of the work. It maps the (annotated) source language ! into the (annotated) metalanguage ML and makes a particular evaluation order explicit. We only consider E v () which xes left-to-right call-by-value evaluation.
Ev( 
This approach is similar to that of Hatcli and Danvy 21] . They translate the source language to the metalanguage in the very beginning and perform the binding-time analysis on terms of the metalanguage. We can accommodate this setup, but we also support a translation from the annotated source language (after binding-time analysis) to the annotated metalanguage. Both metalanguages have in common the existence of reductions involving the underlined constructs. The language considered by Hatcli and Danvy excludes rules (7) and (8) 
Semantics for ML
The language ML contains non-standard reductions, namely the reorganizing rules for let expressions. Hence we develop a CPS translation that maps ML to in such a way that reduction in ML is simulated by reduction in impl. Figure 2 de nes the translation using c let(x; E 1 ; E 2 ) as syntactic sugar for @((^ (x; E 2 )); E 1 ).
Recall that we promised a generic implementation scheme parameterized over a monad. So far, we have only produced one implementation for a particular instance, the continuation monad. Let us now abstract from this instance Since ] Code (M) discards the static store, the binding-time analysis must guarantee that each reference, whose lifetime crosses the e ect delimiter, is dynamic. We have developed such an analysis elsewhere 37].
To understand the implementation of shift Code x:M observe that the computation M is applied to the empty continuation and to the current store s. In the translated term, each occurrence of x stands for a function that accepts a value y, a continuation k 0 , and a store s 0 . The function applies the captured continuation k to (y; s 0 ) to obtain the result of k paired with the resulting store. Both are passed to k 0 to produce the result of the computation.
Specialization with a store is not very interesting without any operations on it. We add the standard set of primitive operations, to allocate, read, and update references, to the source language. 
Specialization with Exceptions
Finally, we embark on processing exceptions at specialization time. We use a model of exceptions with \raise E" and \E 1 handle E 2 " constructs to raise and intercept exceptions and one xed type \Exception" of exceptions. We assume that E 2 is a function that maps Exception to the same type as E 1 .
E ::= : : : j raise E j E handle E j raise E j E handle E
The extension of the explication translation is standard: Ev(raise E) = let x ( Ev(E) in raise x Ev(E1 handle E2) = Ev(E) handle x:Ev(E2@x)
The interesting part is the translation G. We do not use the straightforward exception monad, but a composition with the continuation monad, which is required to de ne a sound call-by-value specializer with exceptions. GeJM1K handle GeJM2K Again, the placement of ] Code (M) restricts the binding-time analysis. All exceptions that may cross the e ect delimiter must be dynamic.
Related Work
There are two formalizations of partial evaluation using Moggi's work 30]. Hatcli and Danvy 21] de ne a binding-time analysis and specialization for an annotated version of the monadic metalanguage. Their specializer exploits the monadic law 3 to \ atten" nested let expressions. To obtain an executable speci cation of the specializer they de ne a separate operational semantics (close to an abstract machine) that they prove equivalent to their rst de nition of specialization. Lawall and Thiemann 26] de ne an annotated version of Moggi's computational lambda calculus and show that it is implementable through a annotated CPS translation. This translation forms a re ection in a annotated lambda calculus of the annotated computational lambda calculus. Thus they show that a particular avor of continuation-based partial evaluation is sound for all monadic models, thereby establishing rm ground for the development of specializers with computational e ects expressed through monads.
In contrast to these works, the present work continues the work on monadic interpreters 18, 28, 40] in that it shows how to use monads to structure specializers in functional programming languages. Hence, the focus is on directly executable speci cations. Our speci cations implement the attening transformation (the monad law 3) using special operations of the monad used to implement the specializer. Incidentally, these operations correspond to e ect delimiters, control operators, and store operators 22]. We rely on the two above works 21, 26] for the soundness of this approach. E ect delimiters have been considered by a number of researchers for varying purposes. Riecke and Viswanathan 35,36] construct fully abstract denotational semantics for languages with monadic e ects. Launchbury and Peyton Jones 24] de ne an e ect delimiter for the state monad with a second order polymorphic type to encapsulate state-based computations. Similar operators have been used by Dussart et al 16] in order to get satisfactory results in a type specializer for the monadic metalanguage extended with mutable store (as in Sec.7).
There are o ine partial evaluators for rst-order imperative languages 1, 5, 7, 11, 12] and for higher-order languages 2, 3, 8, 29] . However, most partial evaluators for higher-order imperative languages 2,3,6] defer all computational e ects to run time 5]. Realistic partial evaluators for higher-order languages with side e ects must be able to perform side e ects at specialization time. The only partial evaluator so far capable of this has been speci ed for a subset of Scheme by Thiemann and Dussart 17] . That work de nes the specializer in extended continuation-passing store-passing style, it de nes a binding-time analysis (which is proved correct elsewhere 37]), and considers pragmatic aspects such as e cient management of the store at specialization time and specialization of named program points. In contrast, the present work identi es a general scheme underlying the construction of specializers that address languages with computational e ects. It does so in an evaluation-order independent framework and is built around monads in order to achieve maximum exibility.
Birkedal and Welinder 2] developed an ad hoc scheme to deal with exceptions in their specializer for ML. It needs a separate correctness proof, because it is not based on the monadic metalanguage.
